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Next generation Sandvik drill rig delivered
to Finsch diamond mine

By Sandvik Jan 27, 2023

Sandvik Mining and Rock Solutions has delivered a DD422i development drill to

the Finsch diamond mine in the Northern Cape. Owned by Petra Diamonds, Finsch

– currently a sub-level caving operation – is one of South Africa’s biggest
diamond mines, producing 1.3 million carats in Petra’s 2022 financial year.

The machine was disassembled into four main sections to allow it to be taken underground

and was reassembled and recalibrated in the mine’s 64 Level workshop by a Sandvik

Mining and Rock Solutions team, assisted by personnel from Finsch. It was formally handed

over to the mine in mid-October 2022. It will be deployed on the Block 6 project which will

see new resources being opened up and allow Finsch’s life to be extended to 2030 and

beyond.

A next generation ‘intelligent’ rig, the Sandvik DD422i is one of the most advanced drills

ever produced by Sandvik. It is equipped with a wide range of automatic drilling functions

and provides a high level of performance, accuracy and safety for underground mine

development. It can, if required, be operated remotely from a control station.

According to Sandvik Mining and Rock Solutions, the machine supplied to Finsch is the

ninth to be sold in the southern African region since the DD422i was launched globally in

2016.

The first sale was to the Black Mountain Mining (BMM) operation at Aggeneys in the

Northern Cape in 2017 but it is only over the past three years that sales have taken off, as

the local mining industry has come to appreciate the machine’s capabilities, proven at

many sites around globe. Purchasers have included a diamond mine in Limpopo Province,

as well as three internationally recognised mining contractors working respectively on gold,

copper and platinum projects in Namibia, Botswana and South Africa.

The company believes the COVID-19 epidemic has encouraged the move towards a greater

degree of automation and digitalisation in many industries, including mining, and is finding

that its customers are now much more receptive to the introduction of 4IR technologies to

their operations, including automated drilling, than was the case just several years ago.

Sandvik Mining and Rock Solutions won the Finsch order as a result of the DD422i meeting

the mine’s demanding specifications, particularly with respect to safe operation, drilling

accuracy and productivity. The company notes that the mine specifically requested an

‘intelligent’ rig.

The machine is equipped with Sandvik Intelligent Control System Architecture (SICA),

which is a control system now used across various Sandvik drill rigs. It is highly

sophisticated and well proven in the field and enables a wide range of functions for

achieving high performance and precision drilling. It works in conjunction with our iSURE

(intelligent Sandvik Underground Rock Excavation) software to allow optimal drilling and

blasting cycles.

The DD422i’s automatic drilling functions deliver reduced over-breaking with maximised

pull-out per blast. A twin-boom rig, the machine is fitted with the RD525 rock drill with an

impact frequency of 93 Hz and a percussion power of 25 kW. Holes of between 43 and 64

mm can be drilled.

Various modes of navigation are offered, including total station navigation. Total accuracy is

virtually guaranteed using the DD422i.

Customers opting for the DD422i can choose from three different automation packages –

silver, gold and platinum. Finsch has selected the top-of-the-line platinum package, which

incorporates all the features of silver and gold and adds semi-automatic boom movements,

automatic boom movement, a boom collision avoidance system, as well as hole end

correction from different start points.

According to Sandvik’s figures, the DD422i can achieve a reduction of up to 25% in total

costs of consumables per drill metre and up to a 15% increase in gross penetration rate. In

addition, the time required for scaling the heading before bolting can be reduced by as

much as 50%.

To allow operators to get up to speed fast on the DD422i and other i-series drill rigs,

Sandvik has developed Digital Driller, a highly portable training simulator designed to

develop and refresh operators’ skills.

It totally replicates the controls built into the real machines. The fact that the company has

this simulator in its portfolio was one of the factors that contributed to Finsch’s decision to

choose the DD422i. Sandvik Mining and Rock Solutions was able to put the simulator on

the mine for several weeks earlier in 2022, which assisted Finsch in selecting and training

operators prior to delivery of the DD422i.

This latest order from Finsch reinforces a long relationship between Sandvik Mining and

Rock Solutions and the mine extending back many years. In 2005 Sandvik, in conjunction

with the mine, installed a ground-breaking automatic trucking loop which was the first of

its kind in South Africa. Although the loop was decommissioned several years ago after 15

years of successful operation, Finsch has continued to use Sandvik machines, with its

current fleet including Sandvik 10-t LHDs and 30-t trucks. Finsch is adding further units to

its Sandvik fleet. New machines currently on order include the DD311 single-boom rig, the

LH515i loader, the TH545i underground truck and the DS411 rock reinforcement drill rig.
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